
 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Modal analysis plays an important role in most of the industries and applications. It has been 
utilized in design, optimization, health monitoring, vibration control and damage detection in 
structures, bridges, buildings, and so forth. Nowadays, with the development of vibration 
measurement systems and analysis methods, Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) has been 
replaced by Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) in most of the above mentioned applications. 
The main difference between OMA and EMA is the source of the applied forces. In contrast to 
EMA, where the system is tested under the known applied forces and the input forces are 
measured, in OMA the system is tested in its real working situation under ambient forces, and 
consequently the test is carried out with no measurement of the inputs. In fact this is the main 
reason that sometimes the method is called natural excitation modal analysis, ambient modal 
analysis or output only modal analysis.  

Since the early 1990,s OMA has been the centre of attention in civil, mechanic and 
aerospace engineering because of its following main advantages:  

−−−− Ambient test comparing with experimental modal test is less expensive and does not need 
excitation and boundary condition simulation;  

−−−− In OMA the dynamic characteristics of the whole system, instead of just a part of it, is 
obtained;  

−−−− Owing to the use of real random forces applied to different points of structure, a linear 
model is obtained around the operating conditions rather than experimental condition;  

−−−− Since in this method the analysis is essentially a MIMO analysis, repeated or close modes 
can be easily identified. Therefore, OMA is an appropriate method for complex and 
complicated structures;  

−−−− Due to its online application, OMA can be used for vibration control of the structures as 
well as damage detection and health monitoring. 

Although, during the past few years there have been many studies conducted on different 
methods and applications of OMA  and hundreds of articles have been published in this field, a 
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ABSTRACT: Nowadays operational modal analysis has found a good ground in identification 
of system modal parameters. It has been substituted for traditional modal analysis in many 
practical and experimental cases. Furthermore implementation of OMA has resulted in the 
development of modal analysis applications. Although one can find a large number of 
researches on OMA methods and its different applications, review articles about OMA and its 
applications are limited. This paper reviews the development of OMA, different methods in 
OMA with and their key issues and research activities. We will classify researches on OMA up 
to present and try to address the most important ones. Among hundreds of articles and technical 
reports used in this study, about 80 papers are addressed. 


